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Free Essay: Amongst many other things, the epic is implicitly an exploration of what qualities define Sundiata as a hero,
and by extension, what.

Execution of responsibility is the way in which order and structure in society are ensured and the destinies of
the characters are fulfilled through the discharge of these duties. Get your price writers online In Sundiata: The
Lion King of Mali, responsibility closely aligns with life purpose for those who must fulfill key roles in
Malian society, and throughout the story, exemplary characters dutifully perform the obligations. When Niani
falls to the sorcerer king, a search party is sent to Ghana to find Sundiata and ask him to claim his mantle as
ruler. Not to be misunderstood with a novel tale of mediocre light and dark, the battle in this story speaks to
the deepest depths of darkness and to the purest picture of paragon. He is known to kill at will and to treat
subjects harshly through both threats of violence and the demand for excessive tribute taxation. Another
quality is his bravery, most clearly illuminated by his skill and grit in battle. The story tells the life of a great
king in Mali named Maghan Sundiata. Get Essay Born to an unfortunate looking mother, he is slow and weak
at the beginning of life. However, one could point out that the griot is reliant on elements more akin to a
storyteller. His bravery is reflected in his tendency to rush into battle himself, killing enemies left and right
with little regard for his own safety. This is a clear and perfect example of the sense of fate one requires of our
epic heroes. Responsible kings, griots, and mothers all meet to produce an even story and by extension an
organized kingdom. But when he finally stands, he surprises everyone, bending an enormous rod to a bow and
pulling a tree up by its roots. They both show talents considered to be unique and contain several qualities of
leadership. Both view their characters integrity in certain ways, which are expressed through action to better
the community. The secrets might also have to do with magic, a central force for the Mandingo. It is clear that
such a discussion revolves around the underlying question of the reliability of oral tradition; arguably, to deny
the epic solely on the grounds that it relies on oral tradition constitutes a veritable disregard for a form of
history that, when employed correctly, may effectively reveal important cultural values and ethics Perhaps the
griot does not want others privy to his secrets, for then he would lose his vaunted status. The griot consistently
presents the population of tribes and cities as fickle. The mysteries likely have something to do with destiny.
The story is told through the point of view of a griot named Mamadou Kouyate.


